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MAC Budget Bout Begins
Funds Tabled in Round One
By Susan Kelly and John Picinich

M O N T C L A R I O N Photo by Guy Ball.

SLICE OF LIFE — Provo executioner signals the end fo r his burlap victim. The masked men thus
added a dramatic touch to Friday's daily routine at the Student Center.
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S taff Writers
The Student Government Association delayed passage of the
Montclair Athletic Commission's $126,000 budget Tuesday as the
debate continues as to whether MAC should return to the status of a
Class One organization.
A 1969 SGA referendum removed MAC from the ranks o f the
Class One organizations. Although the organization has only been
allocated a proposed guideline o f $18 per student this year, the
referendum entitles it to a mandatory deduction o f up to $19.50 per
student. Thus, MAC differs from the other student organizations
whose budgets are more flexible and are under the surveillance of
the SGA.
Robert Watson, a senior history major, began the debate at
Tuesday's meeting by protesting the fact that funds from the
student activities fee are not under student control.
LAST SEMESTER, WATSON and several other legislators were
instrumental in obtaining SGA passage o f a bill stating that no
further funds would be granted to MAC until it becomes a Class One
organization.
A m otion at Tuesday's meeting to rescind that bill and grant
MAC funds under its present status was defeated. The budget was
tabled u ntil a solution to the problem is reached.
Watson stressed that "students must be in a position to decide
what happens to student funds." Lionel Geltman, School o f Math
and Sciences rep, also criticized the events that allowed an
organization paid fo r by student funds to get out student control.
Sam Crane, SGA president, agreed that student funds should be
controlled by students. He criticized, however, the students who
fight against MAC'S budget once a year at budget tim e and do not
work during the year to revise MAC'S status.
W ILLIAM DIOGUARDI, DIRECTOR o f athletics and MAC
chairman, complained that fights over that organization's budget are
"an almost annual occurance." Although MAC'S budget is always
eventually passed, Dioguardi said that it has been an object of
controversy fo r the past nine-ten years.
"This has always been a problem," he said. " I feel like the
weatherman. One day its sunny, the next day it rains and the next
day it's sunny again."
The budget delay w ill force MAC to operate with limitations until
a formal decision is made on the subject.
Dioguardi pointed out that a return to a Class One status might
mean a co nflict with the rules of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association which requires that athletic programs be under
administrative or faculty control. If MAC should return to Class One
status, SGA rules would require that it be student run.
WATSON ARGUED THIS point at Tuesday's meeting, saying
that NCAA rules do not require faculty or administrative control.
Crane also said that the rules o f that organization are open to
interpretation.
Vincent Calabrese, vice president o f business and finance, stated
that the debate over MAC'S status should have taken place last year.
He pointed out that MAC has to make comm ittm ents in advance and
must be notified in advince if a budget change w ill take place.
Calabrese praised Dioguardi's management o f MAC, saying that
the organization has a "tig h t" budget. He also stressed the value of
the athletic program in terms o f public relations. A successful
athletic program helps build a name fo r a college, he continued.
Carol Anne Sakowitz, newly appointed member of MAC,
attributed the bulk o f the MAC controversy to an unwillingness on
the part of Dioguardi to answer student questions concerning his
budget, rather than a desire to reduce MAC'S funds.
SAKOWITZ SAID TH AT in past budget meetings Dioguardi has
been evasive when questioned about specific details o f the budget
and often does not come to these meeting prepared to answer the
questions.
Crane also stated that although Dioguardi was informed that his
budget would be discussed at Tuesday's meeting, there was no one
there representing MAC.
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datebook
For a listing o f campus events, changed daily, call the Student
Center Code-a-phone, 893-5115.

BASEBALL. Tournament w ith Iona College, St. Peter's College and
Seton Hall today and tom orrow at home.

M O N D A Y,O C TO B E R 9
TO DAY, THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5
REPUBLICAN CLUB. Meeting at noon in E-15A.
MOVIE. CINA presents "Television and Politics" at 1 pm in L-135.
Admission free.
IT A LIA N CLUB. Meeting at 4 pm in the Alumni Lounge o f Life Hall.
TEACHER CERTIFICATION. A panel discussion on the new policy of
teacher certification followed by a question and answer period at 7 pm
in M-15.
LASO. Latin American Student Organization meeting at 7:30 pm in
Chapin Hall Lounge.
GAY STUDENTS ORGANIZATION. Open informal seminar and
coffee hour fo r all students and faculty at 7:30 pm in the Alumni
Lounge o f Life Hall.
SIMS. Students International Meditation Society meeting at 8 pm in
College High, room 4.
FIELD HOCKEY. MSC vs. Lehman College at 3:30 pm at home.

FR ID A Y , OCTOBER 6
BANANA BANG. The Sophomore Class sponsoring a contest fo r cash
prizes at noon on the east patio of the Student Center.

SATU R D A Y, OCTOBER 7
DANCE. Black Student Cooperative Union sponsoring a dance at 9 pm
in Life Hall Cafe.
FOOTBALL. MSC vs. Cortland State at 1:30 pm, away.
SOCCER. MSC vs. City College of New York at 2 pm, home.
TRACK. MSC vs. Southern Connecticut at 3:30 pm, away.

SENIOR PHOTOS. Today, tom orrow and Wednesday in the Davilla
Mills meeting room, second floor, Life Hall,
SGA. Special legislative session at 6 pm in the fourth floor meeting
room o f the Student Center.
HOME EC ASSOCIATION. Meeting at 6:30 pm in F-113. Mrs. Florrie
Paul o f Wayne w ill lecture and demonstrate food sculpturing.
MOVIE. Galumph presents "P oin t Blank" and "Beyond the Valley of
the D olls" at 7 pm in Memorial Auditorium .
FOLK DANCING. International fo lk dancing lessons at 7:30 pm in Life
Hall Cafe.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 10
SGA. Meeting in the fourth flo o r meeting room, Student Center at 4
pm.
SOPHOMORE CLASS. Meeting at 5 pm in Alumni Lounge, Life Hall.
JEWISH STUDENT UNION. Meeting at 6 pm in the fourth floor
meeting room. Student Center.
CLUB. Meeting at 7 pm in the conference room. Student Center.
SOCCER. MSC vs. William Paterson at 3 pm, away.
TRACK. MSC vs. William Paterson at 3 pm, away.
FIELD HOCKEY. MSC vs. Douglass at 3:30 pm, home.
CHESS CLUB. Annex B, room 4, 8 pm.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 11
SENIOR CLASS. Meeting at 6:30 pm in A-201 (the old bookstore area
in Life Hall).
BIRD CLUB. Meeting at 7 pm in V-155.
COFFEE HOUSE. Entertainment beginning at 7 pm in Life Hall Cafe.

Educational / Community Services

Former Trenton Sup’t Becomes Ed Dean
By Patricia Mercorelli
S taff Writer
"A n educational institution
has to be dynamic. Unless it is, it
w ill
s lo w ly
lo s e
it s
effectiveness," stated Dr. Ercell
Watson, dean of the School of
E d u c a tio n and Community
Services.
Watson plans to focus the
sch oo l o f education into
practical experience, improving
the method of student teaching.
He expressed the hope that
students w ill communicate their
needs to the staff. Referring to
h is p re v io u s p o s itio n
as
s u p e rin te n d e n t of Trenton
schools, Watson felt that both he
and the school system were
ready fo r a change.
Watson, feels too much
emphasis is placed on course
study and too little on practical
e xp e rie n ce . He feels that
students should be competent in
both general and particular
teaching skills.
"W e 're
d e v e lo p in g
a
program," he remarked, "to
field test this theory." This
program would involve student
teaching to test efficiency. If a
student demonstrated capability.

TERM PAPERS

he would be exempted from that
particular course.
"We are trying fo r a careful
articulation o f the professional
sequency," he added, "and
trying to avoid unnecessary
duplication."
"Few people are completely
satisfied," he commented, "w ith
the effectiveness o f student
teacher supervision." He feels
the college should turn the
supervision over to the school
system and attempt to help the
teachers charged w ith the
supervision.
"We have been attempting to
meet student needs," stated the
dean, "as envisioned by the
staff." Watson expressed hope
that
t h e n e w ly fo rm e d
department w ill receive the
necessary "student im puts."
However, Watson stated that it

519 GLENROCK AVE, SUITE 203
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90024
(213)477-8474 • 477-5493
“ We need a local salesman"

Stating he d id n 't classify
teaching methods as either "old
o r n e w ,"
he nonetheless
expressed th e belief that

innovative
useful.

techniques can- be
He p ra is e d th e

im plem entation

of

wi nt er

sessions and mini-courses,
especially those courses which
are career-oriented, allowing the
s t u d e n t s t o a p p ly
th e ir
k n o w le d g e to
c o m m u n ity
problems.
Watson, who plans to return
to teaching in the near future,
concluded that "an educational
institution must respond to the
needs o f its clients."
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achieved if the problems are
attacked.
Watson comes to MSC w ith a
record that includes 10 years as
principle of Pine Forge High
School, Pa., several years as a
college instructor as well as
im m e a s u ra b le administrative
experience in the state school
system.
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would be important to insure a
variety of student opinions.
Speaking o f his previous
position as superintendent o f the
Trenton school system, Watson
said i t was a - fu ll time,
2 4-hou r-a-day
job.
He
mentioned it required 150%
dedication and that one must be
completely immersed in the job.
While Watson fe lt he gave
the job that commitment, but
thought a change o f leadership
would be beneficial both to
himself and to the school
system.
Watson, whose scholastic
a c c o m p l i s h m e n t s in c lu d e
graduation from Delaware State
College with distinction and a
fe llo w s h ip
to
How ard
University, expressed the belief
that regardless of preconceived
p re ju d ic e s , results can be

See Lou

Romano,

M O NTCLARIO N office,
fourth floor,

The M O N TC L A R IO N is a member of the New Jersey Collegiate
Press Association and is three time winner of the All-American
rating in the Associated Collegiate Press Competition.
The

editorial

opinions

expressed

represent

those

of

the

editor-in-chief.

Student Center.
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Service Station

No Gimmicks, No Stamps
By Joan Miketzuk
S taff Writer
"Last Saturday a man drove
up and asked fo r tw o dollars
worth o f gas. I was putting the
money in the drawer when he
took o ff with the nozzle still in
the gas tank," related Syd
Haynes, student manager of the
service station behind the
Student Center.

According to Haynes, all
profits realized are used to pay
the students working at the
station or returned to the

Center. Some o f the p ro fit
dollars w ill be put into a cinder
b lo ck
b u ild in g which w ill
provide more adequate shelter

Just Service

for workers and equipment.
Ther e are four female
students who work at the
station. Among them is Marlene

Haynes observed that some
of the male customers are
reluctant to let the girls look
under the hood to check the oil.
"The girls are just as efficient as
the men," he protested proudly.

It was just another incident in
the saga o f American's only
on-campus gas station which also
happens to feature female
gas-pumpers and no games or
stamps. It also features some of
the lowest prices around.

TH E STATION has no
gimmicks or hand-outs largely
because these were recently
outlawed in New Jersey. Neither
do they give stamps. " I f I can't
prove my station w ithout giving
away stamps, then it's not worth
running," Haynes explained.

The prices fo r gas range from
33.9 cents per gallon to 38.9
cents per gallon. The station less
than a mile down Valley Rd. in
Clifton lists prices from one to
five cents more on its tanks.

What the Gulf-supplied
station does supply is service.
"We always check the oil, water,
battery and wipe down the
windows," Haynes said. "We're
here to please the customers, not
ourselves," he added.

Who’s to blame
for the
mess we’re in?

The task force has been
called upon to make some minor
repairs and Haynes himself w ill
do tune-ups, brake jobs and
c a rb u ra to r work. " I stand
behind all my w o rk /' the
industrial arts major smiled.
"I'v e never had any complaints
and I can do the job more
inexpensively and still make a
p ro fit for the Center," he said.

W h ich mess?

Inflation? Urban decay?
U n e m p lo y m en t, racism ?

No matter. They’re all
tied up with each other.
They’re all direct
results o f the capitalist
system and its other face
—political government.
We’d like to show you
why that’s so.
So you’ll see why
politicians can’t deliver
on their promises; why our
problems will worsen as
long as capitalism lasts.
Then, if you value life,
maybe you’ll see that it’s
time to get rid o f the
whole mess.
Time to end capitalism
and make a new, free,
affluent society. Called
Socialism.
Hear about it. For our
country’s future and your
own, it’s the least you can
do.
It's also the best.

Hear

Louis Fisher
Socialist Labor Party
Candidate for President
Oct. 5, CBS Radio Network
12, CBS Radio Network
19, NBC Radio Network
26, CBS Radio Network
Check radio pages for time
October 8 ABC-TV 1 to 2 PM
For information (or speakers to
address your group) write: Robert
Clement, State Sec., P.O. Box 137,
Little Falls, N.J. 07424

Petrelli, who confessed to being
kidded about her occupation.
"Some call me 'Bunny Bumper'
but
I d o n ' t m in d ," she
commented. "It's a job," she
added, philosophically.

F IL L 'E R UP7—MSC Student Center employe Tanya Barne pumps gas in what G u lf OH says is the only
gas station on any American college campus.
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RECYCLED (used) CLOTHING
Jeans S till $2

Fall Wear

Jackets

Cord s h irt, s w eaters,
fla n n e l s h irt

S uede, le a th e r,
cord

Record Albums
$ 5 .9 8 List

$ 3.59

Jewelry

iv/t/v s tu d e n t ID

Pipes

candles posters gam es

Papers
15C each

127 Watchung Ave.
Montclair
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Haynes explained the plans
are being made to have a jeep on
campus to service cars marooned
in the nether reaches of the
quarry. "Sometimes the parking
lots' like a circus," he laughed.
When the idea was conceived
to have a service station next to
th e
Center, the major oil
co m p a n ie s were asked to
consider supplying the venture
w ith gas and oil. Gulf was the
only firm to react favorably to
the project.
The company trained the
inexperienced students to the
ways and means of handling gas
pumps and changing oil before
they were turned loose at
Montclair State.
The station is open from 8
am to 10 pm and also does
business on weekends. Two
workers are always on hand to
tend to the clientele who need
not w orry about efficiency.
"They're a great staff," smiled
Haynes, "and I dig 'em ."

jf
jf

4 fo r 50C

Daily
10 to 10

jf
jf
jf
jf
jf

Wanted
8 x 1 0 glossy
of Eve Arden.
Box A
Montclarion,
Fourth Floor,
Student Center
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At ardí Gras Planned

N ew m an Com m unity
Focuses on Life

By Thomas Mazzer
S taff Writer
A Mardi Gras thame and the
addition of several new events to
MSC's annual Homecoming
weekend will highlight this
year's festival. From Nov. 3 to
Nov. 5, the College Life Union
Board, Homecoming sponsor,
has pla nn ed , besides the
traditional parade, football game
and concert, such novel activities
as a jazz jamboree, a flea market
and a midnight buffet. Also,
from Nov. 2 thru Nov. 5, the
M SC
Pl ayer s w i l l stage
"Cabaret."
A t a meeting on Tues., Sept.
26, committee heads, guided by
Michele Corona, Homecoming
chairwoman, and her apprentice
Michael Forcella, next year's
chairman, formulated tentative
plans for the event. The Mardi
Gras m otif will allow, as CLUB's
Peter Winnicki enthusiastically
said, "each person to get
involved individually or jointly
in the way he sees best."
THE WEEKEND begins with
f l o a t construction scheduled
from noon to 8 pm Friday and
beginning at 9 am Saturday. The
parade commences at 2 pm.
Customarily, adherence to strict
regulations in the quest for float
awards has hampered orginality.
This year, as CLUB treasurer
Clelia
P r e s t i f i l i p p o said,
"anything goes."
The floats w ill not have to be
constructed on campus and w ill
not have to be covered with
crepe paper as in the past. The
only rules are that tractor-trailer
flatbeds are prohibited as they
would
favor the wealthier
organizations and that the floats
must f it under the trees along
the parade route and through
th e campus gate. Smaller
f l a t be d s and cars can be
decorated.
To augment creativity the
Mardi Gras m otif of this parade,
unlike that o f the famous New
Orleans event, is not restricted
to
m ytho log y.
F or c e ll a
explained that, "the judges are
going to have a big job cut out
for them. How do you set up
rules for this type of parade?"
AS THE committee receives
feedback on the types of floats
being built it will establish a
basis for judging. In place of
trophies, this year cash prizes
w ill be awarded.
This parade w ill also differ
from past parades in that
hopefully it w ill include antique

cars and fire engines, racing cars,
hor sedrawn carriages and
marching bands from nearby
communities. A longer route is
also being planned.
The jazz jamboree w ill be
held Friday night in the Student
Center cafeteria. Although it
w ill resemble New York's night
c lu b
''Y o u r
F athe r's
Moustache", the jamboree w ill
also be a masquerade party
focusing on the Roaring 20's.
Gamma Xi lota sorority, annual
sponsors of a masquerade ball,
w ill work w ith CLUB on this
event. As usual there w ill be
various costume contests but
outfits are not required as straw
hats w ill be distributed.
Arrangements are being made
so that persons who wear a
costume to the jamboree can
also ride in the parade. A jazz
band w ill provide the music and
r ef r eshment s w i l l
include
peanuts, birch beer and root
beer.
Saturday from 10 am to 4 pm
at Life Hall, a flea market open
to the outside and campus

communities w ill be in progress.
CLUB chairmen desire that all
campus organizations, not just
f r a t e r n i t i e s and sororities,
participate as vendors.
MSC' s
I ndi ans c o n t e s t
Trenton State vs Lions on
Saturday, beginning 8 pm at
Sprague Field. This year a
f i r e w o r k s display may be
arranged.
AFTER
T HE game a
m idnight buffet lasting until two
or three o'clock in the morning
w ill be served in the SC banquet
room. Music w ill be provided by
an orchestra and CLUB is
endeavoring to have liquor
available. The price o f tickets
has not yet been determined.
John
Sebastian
a nd
McKendree Spring w ill perform
Sunday night in Panzer Gym.
Especially for such activities
as the flea market and the
parade,
C L U B needs the
cooperation o f all the campus
organizations. As Prestifilippo
said, " i f the organizations don't
participate then CLUB can't do
anything."

Newman Community opened its Respect Life Week on
Oct 1 with a special Mass in Memorial Auditorium ,
featuring modern dance as an integral part of the
celebration. The dance symbolized the close relationship of
the body to the spirit that we should all strive for,
according to Sister Pat Plouffe.
Respect Life Week is being held in response to a
suggestion made by the National Conference o f Catholic
Bishops, who asked that each individual parish devote a
week of prayer and study to the holiness of human life and
the threats made upon it.
Sister Pat, program director for Newman Community's
Respect Life Week, stressed the fact that Newman
Community is involved in this type o f work year round.
Students from the comm unity work w ith orphans in
Paterson, senior citizens and have set up a child care center
fo r parents attending Mass.
Newman Community w ill focus its efforts in an attempt
to inform people of the threats made to human life and
have them begin to th ink seriously about it. The theme of
the Mass was "life and beauty come alive" and the dance
emphasized the "w h o le " quality of the soul and body of
man, according to Sister Pat.
She explained that the reason Newman Community was
having only one event to celebrate this special week was
because the comm unity felt it was a year round project and
should not be limited to only one week.

OBTAIN
an
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS

DECREE

Fearless writers and
daring photographers.
C o m e
to
the
M O NTCLARION office,
fo u rth floor of the
Student Center.

IN
1 TO 2 YEARS
EVENINGS!

t/TTLE CARCO.
V W- DUNE BUGGY
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MO M IN IM U M
NO lO U IP M IN I CHARGE
NO D lllU fU Y CHARGE

YES, you can receive an Associate o f Arts Degree
by attending evening classes one or tw o nights a week,
and accomplish this in as little as ONE YEAR!
TH E IN S T IT U T E FOR A D V A N C E D EDUCA
T IO N , in cooperation with the Thomas A.
Edison College of the State of New Jersey, is
offering college level courses to satisfy A LL the de
gree requirements at a total cost of $85.00 per (3)
credit college level course.

In addition to the Associate Program,a Bachelor
Program in Business A dm inistration w ill be offered
in early 1973. This program could be completed in
2%-3% years.

Register Now For
November Session

Real Brewed Coffee

CHAMPION TERMPAPERS

IN MINUTES

636 Beacon St. (#6 0 5 )
Boston, Mass. 02215

For

LESS IHAN ¡¡C

617 536 9700

PER CUP!
Research material for Termpapers,
R epo rts, Theses, etc. LOWEST
PRICES. QUICK SERVICE. For
information, please write or call.

By Joe DeCanto
S taff Writer

THE INSTITUTE
FOR
ADVANCED EDUCATION

J h & ,£ u ia d tw iL % M fc e
Martinson's, Wechsler
or Continental Coffee
Nestle's Hot Chocolate,
Herbox Soup or Sanka

8 SHIRE AVE.
FAIRFIELD, N.J. 07006
(201) 785-2317

265-B Route 4 6 , Totowe, New Jersey 07512
Phone: (2011 785-4444
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Shuttlebuses Relief for the Weary
Relief fo r foot-weary commuters has arrived in the
form of two shuttlebuses. Although they were due
last week, the vehicles were put into operation as the
MONTCLARION went to press today.

BUILDING CODE

MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE
**#»•

.

'X'

The buses w ill run at regular intervals from the
lower parking area to the library.
COLLEGE HALL
OFFICES A N D DEPARTMENTS

Other
situation
campus.
entrance
entrance

PARKING CODE

RMIHHJJOM
MU

improvements in the parking and traffic
w ill be two additional entrances to the
Plans are being made for a back road
to the quarry lots w ith another quarry
from Valley Rd. still on the drawing board.

fOuIO»

"A ll along-the-road and undesignated parking is
unauthorized and w ill be ticketed. There is enough
room for all our faculty and students in existing lots,
only no one wants to w alk," said Tom Barrett, a
member o f the Commuter Commission. " I can't
really blame them ," he added.
' manag« MINT

HOusi

If students wish to avoid traffic on campus they
should arrive via the rear entrance and park in the
marked spaces in the paved area parallel to the
railroad tracks. The walking distance is shorter than
from the quarry lots.

SIIHNlI HAILS

V
Elections Four Weeks A w a y

Students in Full Campaign Swing
By Rich DeAugustinis
S taff Writer
With national elections only
four weeks away, campaign
activity on the MSC campus is in
fu ll swing—from left to right.
Among those most prominent in
their campaign activities are the
Students for McGovern and
Young Republicans.
Due to the recent legislation
giving persons 18 years o f age
and over the right to vote in all
elections, this year's contest is
proving to be o f great concern
and involvement on college
campuses throughout the nation.
Steve
Bogart
is th e
co-coordinator for Students for
McGovern and was described as
"the guts behind the whole

th ing " by fellow coordinator
Bob P o lle d ria . Bogart has
e s ta b lis h e d
a campus
headquarters in the chaplain's
office in the Student Center.
THE EMPHASIS at present is
being placed on urging students
to register to vote, Bogart
explained, as well as actually
supplying transportation to the
correct registration sites for
those who live on campus. He
stressed that October 10 is the
last registration date for the
national elections in New Jersey.
T he g r o u p ' s on-campus
activities include canvessing the
d o rm ito rie s and distributing
information from a table set up
in the lobby of the Student
Center.

Verona

Asked about future campaign
activities, Bogart spoke of plans
to set up phone pools, do a
considerable
amount of
canvassing by mail and getting
out into the communities to
work with local volunteers. " I
feel the most im portant thing to
do is to talk person to person to
get to the grassroots,” said
Bogart, explaining his own
p hilosophy
of effective
campaigning.
John McShane, the driving
fofce
b eh i n d th e
Young
Republicans, was to be found in
the photo lab of the Fine Arts
building. He explained that he
had not been able to acquire an
office to work out o f and was in
the process o f looking fo r one.
However, a table of volunteers
fo r Nixon is set up each day in
the Student Center.
McShane is in the process of
organizing a permanent Young

Republicans Club designed to
include social as well as political
functions. A t present the group
is working closely w ith the Essex
County Republican offices in
surrounding communities. He
w ou ld like to bring some
speakers on campus.
BOTH
GROUPS
have
received good co-operation from
the administration, SGA and
students. However Bogart did
express concern about the large
numbers of posters being ripped
down in buildings on campus.
They both tended to recognize
the high degree of apathy,
political or otherwise, which
abounds at MSC and would like
to see a more active and involved
campus community.
These two groups by no
means represent the only signs
of political activism on campus.
T he Yo un g Americans for
Freedom have established a
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AdilltS $1.50^tal1t,mesl
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It's still the same old story,
a fight for love and glory.”
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chapter
at MSC and a
considerable
amount
of
literature from the Dr. Benjamin
Spocks People's Party and
Students for Reform and Action
can be found at the inform ation
desk o f the Student Center.

C/NA
Lecture Set
A rth u r
Schlesinger,
historian, w ill appear Mon.
Oct. 16 at 1:00 pm in
M e m o r i a l A uditorium to
discuss the current political
situation.
The
l ect ur e,
sponsored by the Council on
International and National
Affairs, is free fo r MSC
students.
Schlesinger is the author
o f several widely-acclaimed
books, including the Pulitzer
Prize-winning "The Age of
Jackson." His three years as
special assistant to President
John F. Kennedy provided
the material fo r " A Thousand
Days," his personal account
o f
th e
Kennedy
Administration.

J

V
SCHILLER'S
F o r Bo oks

GARDEN STATE PLAZA
Paramus next to Gimbels

CALL 843 3727
We stock over 3 0 ,0 0 0
Paper book title s
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Meditation Society
r Dial-A
Recruits at MSC
Shoulder
I

By Carol Neetz
Staff Writer

The Students International
Meditation Society (SIMS) of
M o n t c l a i r State College
presented the school year's first
intro d u cto ry
l ect ur e on
transcendental meditation Tues.,
Sept. 26. Harvey Friedman, TM
teacher, spoke to the attentive
group in College High School
A u d i t o r i u m . Friedman was
personally trained by Maharishi
Mahesh Yogi , founder of
Transcendental Meditation.
W i t h obvious enthusiasm,
Friedman described the physical
and mental advantages of
practicing TM. "During TM the
m in d is a l e r t ” , he said,
"awareness increases although
the body is at rest." He went on
to explain that TM differs from
other forms of meditation in
th a t
it
re q u ire s
no
concentration.
"E verything
about TM is natural," Friedman
stated.
Friedman's most convincing
evidence came from scientific
research done on the effects o f

TM, the results of which have
appeared in the Journal of the
American Medical Association.
These studies indicate that
during TM a physical state of
deep rest and relaxation is
achieved while the mind remains
awake and alert. Changes occur
not only in the body, but also in

the mind, as brain activity and
perception increase.
Friedman spoke o f TM as the
''s c ie n c e
of
creative
intelligence". He stated that
SIMS has been funded by the
State o f Illinois to train public
school teachers in TM.
SIMS hopes to spread TM
through the school system in
order to achieve a "w orld plan."
"The goal o f the 'w orld plan' is
to establish in every population
o f 1 m illion people, one teacher
training center to train 1000
teachers in the Science o f
Creative Intelligence," Friedman
said, " i f frustration and tension
can be eliminated in each
individual, the the world can be
fu lfille d ."
Friedman lost some of his

audience when he confronted
t h em w i t h th e f i na n ci al
requirement o f $75 fo r adults
and $45 for college students.
Some people walked o ut while
others argued and questioned,
but
Friedm an
remained
unruffled. "There's no program
in the world that offers so much
for so little ," said Friedman.
"W hat if you can't afford it? "
asked a student in the audience.

" G e t a jo b ," Friedman
replied," the success o f the
movement depends upon the
corporation of its members."
A fter the lecture Friedman
told a small group of prospective
meditatiors that SIMS and its
sister
organization,
the
Inte rn atio na l
Meditation
Society, now have over 180,000
members, more than half of
whom joined w ithin the last
year. He invited the group to
attend a second free lecture
explaining the mechanics o f TM
and showing a film o f the
Maharishi on Oct. 4.

By Patricia Jaskot
S taff Writer
Was there ever a time that
you just needed to talk to
someone and no one was there
to listen? Or you needed advice
on where to seek professional
help for a specific problem and
d id n 't know where on earth to
go?
These problems can now be
resolved fo r MSC students w ith
the simple dialing of 893-5288,
MSC Helpline. This phone
service, in operation 6:30 pm 6:30 am daily, provides help for
such predicaments. Manned by
trained volunteer students, the
i n f o r m a t i o n center provides
answers to questions on such
topics as birth control, abortion,
drugs and VD. If a troubled
student just needs an "ear", or
some advice, it is provided.
Helpline also refers students to
professional agencies listed in a
referral
b o o k which they
maintain.
IN THE PLANNING stages

fo r a long time, Helpline was put
into operation September 1971,
by a group o f students for the
purpose of helping students.
They work on the main premise
of a "no-names-asked" policy.
C on f i de nce is the key
word-a caller need not identify
himself to get inform ation,
accor di ng to one Helpline
staffer. Each call is strictly
confidential between the caller
and each individual Helpline
volunteer.
The staff, composed of
about 15 to 20 students who
may range from second semester
freshmen on up, do not take
names, nor inform ation of the
calling party. However, a log is
kept as to the sex o f the caller,
the length o f the call and the
area to which the call pertained.
The information is needed so
that the staff can evaluate itself
and its services for the student.
A t the present, only one call
can come in at a time, thus a
caller may get a busy signal.

BE HERE NOW
Anxious?

Be authentic!

Worried?

Be aware!

Confused?
Insecure?

Human Relations Laboratory

Be perceptive!
Be human!

Confined?

Be creative!

Fearful?

Be spontaneous!

Frustrated?

Be free!

presents

Cynical?

Be effective!

Nihilistic?

Be useful!

Alienated?

Be practical !

Predjudiced?

A CO M M UNICATIO NS WORKSHOP
Designed to provide
A Learning Experience

Remorseful?
Resentful?
Imprisoned?

Depressed?

Be active!
Be receptive!
Be appropriate!

to
Develop Communications Skills &
personnal awareness

Nervous?

Be harmonic!

Be honest!
Be sensitive!

Oppressed?

Be careful!

Tense?

Be respectful!

Fatigued?
Apprehensive?
Apathetic?
Serious?

npctinstinn
L/C9III IdllUl 1«*
Camp Silver Lake
Stockholm, N.J.

Buses leave Life Hall
Oct. 12, 4 pm.
Return to Life Hall
Oct. 15, 5 pm.

Be appreciative!

Be happy!

Bored?

Good for Nothing?

Be tru th fu l!

Be autonomous!

Disillusioned?

Pensive?

Be imaginative!

BE YOU!
Fee: $15 w ith SGA Card,
$30 all others.
Price includes bus ride,
Room & board and a
staff o f trained professionals.
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Lawyer Planned
Hiring a campus lawyer to
provide legal counseling for
students is a future possibility,
according to Sam Crane, SGA
presi dent. Crane cautioned,
howeve r ,
that "nothing is
definite."
The responsibilities of such a
lawyer would be to counsel
students on matters pertaining
to insurance, contracts, leases
and the draft. Crane said that
the need for this service w ill be
sharply increased when the law
lowering the legal age to 18
takes effect on Jan. 1, since
most students w ill than be able
to sign legal documents.
James Harris, assistant dean
o f students and coordinator of
counseling services, also feels
that a lawyer is necessary on
campus because there are no
sources of legal advise at MSC.
Students are usually referred to
the Civil Liberties Union, the
Legal Aid Society or the public
defenders office.
HOWEVER HARRIS stated
that "the image of the defenders
office is not a good one." He
explained that "the lawyers
generally try to get lighter
sentences instead of proving a
student's innocence."

Students go through a lot of
anxiety during this process and
Harris feels that an on-campus
lawyer would help relieve this
anxiety.

Folk singer Pete Seegar w ill not
perform
at Montclair State as
scheduled on Oct. 29. Michael Quick,
chairman of the College Life Union
Board, explained that Seegar's concert
was postponed because of managerial
problems.
CLUB was sponsoring Seegar's
concert and w ill bring him on campus

Randal l
Richards, MSC's
Selective Service advisor, feels
that students would feel much
more secure knowing that they
are getting professional advice.
Richards' primary function is
to send the student's status cards
to the draft boards but he also
discusses alternate courses with
them if they do not wish to join
the service.
THE LAWYER should be a
practicing, one, according to
Richards who could be available
to students once a week. This
l a w y e r s h ou l d advise the
st u de nt s, said the d r a f t
counselor, and refer them to an
attorney if court action is
necessary.
Crane cited an example of a
l a w y e r e m p l o y e d by the
University of Massachusetts in
Amhearst. This lawyer does not
appear in court but prepares the
testimony of a student and that
student defends himself. To
Crane's knowledge, the lawyer
has yet to lose a case.

United
reel
rvice

I

CLUB’s Seegar
Concert Postponed

need* i

Part ti me
Packiage Handlers

at a later date. CLUB member Peter
Winniki stressed that the concert has
n o t been cancalled but merely
postponed.
Seegar has reached national
prominance through his protest songs.
He has sung against such issues as the
Vietnamese War and the pollution of
rivers.

____________J
Radtke Adds Humor
To Federation Handbook

V

_______

By Kathy Credo
S taff Writer
"The federation was formed
in 1970 by a group of interested
students watching "Star Trek."
Many students fe lt that the
dorms were like one big space
ship and they wanted a Mr.
Spock to run to in times of
need."
This account o f the Resident
Hal l
F e d e r a t i o n ' s history
appeared in "A Resident's Guide
to Periodical Living," published
each year and distributed among
inco m in g
f r e s h m a n and
transfers.
THE HANDBOOK, although
it touches the lighter side of
dorm life, aids the new students
by l i s t i n g th e
rules and
regulations of dorm itory life,
(ie:
when
b o y f r i e n d s or
girlfriends can visit or which
dorms have trust funds or can
have parties.)
Mike Radtke, alias Mr. Spock,
worked all summer to complete
the handbook. Radtke, a senior
math major, is the president of
the dorm federation.
When asked why he decided
to add the element o f humor to
the booklet, which has been on
the serious side in previous
years, he said, "So people would

read it. The longer you've been
living in a residence hall, the
funnier it gets."
THE HANDBOOK starts with
th e traditional welcome to
students contained in three
separate letters from Radtke.
The intro ends w ith "fo r the rest
o f the traditional welcome
letter, please see last years RHF
handbook". For those who are
interested, last year's welcome
letter included "the Philosophy
of Dorm Living."
Also contained in the guide
are the histories o f the individual
halls and a list o f "biggies" or
people to get to know. An
article on drugs is presented
w itho ut wisecracks. The book
also covers such areas as food,
lost keys, liquor and many other
tidbits of information.
The only section of the
handbook
n o t w ritten by
R ad t k e is th e ind ivid ua l
description of each dorm. A
little goodie from this section is
a song about Webster Hall sung
to the tune o f "America the
Beautiful."
PERHAPS THE most artistic
part o f the whole book is the
cover. However, the published
cover is not the original one.
Radtke ate the original cover
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"WE GIVE RESULTS"

one day in the cafeteria to
protest the food. Actually, after
finishing the cover with flair
pens, he ventured out into the
rain and the cover smeared.
A few enterprising students

Mike Radtke.
have attempted to figure out the
meaning o f the cover. (One
student came up with the
explanation that the sunshine
represented acid and the head in
the window was a "head").
Radtke would appreciate hearing
any more explanations for the
cover, as he is still trying to
figure out what the individual
pictures stand for.
In spite o f the opening
passage of the handbook, the
RHF was not started by a group
o f "Star
T r e k " fans. A
constitution for the organization
was drafted in 1970 and the
group held their first meeting in
January 1971. Radtke is the
federation's second president,
having taken office in January
1972.
When asked if there has been
any complaints against the
handbook, Radtke said that
there has been none and only
one correction. A women found
one of the books on a bus and
wrote him a letter saying that,
although she enjoyed his book,
the bus prices quoted in it had
gone up. So. fo r anyone wanting
to take the Decamp bus No. 66,,
the price is now $1.10 instead of
one dollar.
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From Year
To Year
When student representatives sat down here last
week they met to discuss efforts on a major
problem facing New Jersey colleges-political
power.
Various proposals were talked about, including a
$5000 per school contribution scheme financing a
professional lobbyist in Trenton. It was quickly
discarded and alas nothing was decided upon adise
from holding another meeting to further discuss
the problem.
However, although the colleges may form an
alliance they should not overlook a very critical
factor necessary for success-continuity.
No organization can keep on functioning
consistently if its leadership changes annually.
Indeed this is the major fault of local student
governments. The administration can simply
procrastinate on various issues knowing they will
not have to deal with the same people next year.
This one pitfall may doom any hope of effective
student power in the future.

Lefs Have
An Election
There has been much talk about how President
Richard M. Nixon will sweep to an impressive
landslide victory over his Democratic opponent
Senator George S. McGovern. The most recent
polls would seem to verify the speculation.
However, history has repeatedly indicated that
large electoral pluralities do little to aid the
nation’s leadership. Indeed, they would seem to
hinder it.
The election of President Lyndon Johnson by
such a margin could have been partially responsible
for his misguided escalation of the Vietnam
tragedy. The point being that so-called mandates
tend to go to a politician’s head, with disastrous
results.
But if there is going to be an election this year,
it will be up to the Democrats to furnish one.
Nixon is too content to stir from the safe bastions
of the White House and would prefer to ride the
opinion polls to victory.
But elections are not won on opinion polls. It is
the open debate of the issues which is all
important.
We may still have an election to look forward to
this November.

M O T V T C L A R IO N S o ap b o x

Column Draws Fire
To the Editor:
I kindly request that anyone
who is a member of this college
community refrain from the
practice of nailing signs on the
trunks of LIVING trees. Thank
you.
George F. Placek
Associate Prof. Physical Science

One begins to doubt that you
did say, which was to ask, “Why
are Blacks getting positions are truly searching for freedom
today simply because they’re for Americans or the American
B lack?” Y ou say this is Dream. It appears to me that
‘‘u n d e m o c r a t i c ”
a n d you want, like many other white
“ un-American.” They tell me, Americans, to turn back the
what did you call it ten years hands of time, of when you
ago, when Whites were given came first and Blacks came last,
jobs because they were White whether they qualified or not.
and Blacks denied jobs because Your subtlety was a way of
they were Black, yet they were degrading all minorités, Blacks in
both qualified? Where were the particular, whose rights as
cries coming from then?! They people and individuals you and
came from Blacks, who as a last your damn organization could
resort, had to take to the streets never begin to strive towards.
to be seen, let alone heard! It
Once you stop running from
came from Blacks working twice the truth, then rights for all
as hard as “ Italians” , Irish, mankind will not need to be
Polish, you name it to get half of written on paper or voted on
what they had. Now you know and argued about in the Senate!!
just a little of how it is to be on Rights then will be an automatic
the other side of the fence. Not reality.
too cool is it??? You could have
used, Indians or Puerto Ricans
Sondra L. Dean
to the Irish, what ever, to make RA & Human Relations Specialist
your point. Why didn’t you?
in Bohn Hall
They’re minorities.

To the Editor:
Last year the system made a
blunder, it gave eighteen year
olds the vote. Upon realizing
their overtly blatant mistake,
they have attempted to dissuade
us from voting through difficult,
c o n f u s in g and lu d icro u s
registration laws.
In some states you have to
register where your parents live,
not where you reside. Still in
others you have only two days
out of the year to register. Also
involved in registration is the
archaic machine politics.
The system is aware of the
new voters. Presently we have a
potential 25 million young
voters in this country. We could
have a w hole new ball
gam e—w ith a new general
manager.
In closing, I would say that
we as responsible citizens wield
in our hands the authority to
create a responsive base of
power in our community and
I hope that there will be some
nation. We can establish an black folks on that search
alternate that could be a major committee set up to find a
force in this country if we vote. successor for President Thomas
George Dudek H. Richardson. It should be
Political Science ’75 understood by everyone that
because o f th e increasing
To the Editor:
This is in response to the percentage of black folks on
a rtic le , ‘‘G ro u p s Demean campus it is important that our
Individual’s Rights,” and to the new president be just as relative
ch airm an o f MSC Young and responsive to our needs as
he is to the rest of the college
Americans For Freedom.
First of all let me correct a population.
term
used
in
your
I hope also that from now on,
article-“ Negro.” This alone set
your article back ten, twenty anyone being appointed to the
years ago. The new excepted administration and faculty be
terms are, Afro-Americans or somewhat concerned with our
Blacks. It use to be two years needs an d aware of our
ago that even the term, “ Negro” problems. And while this school
wasn’t capitalized. Then how makes plans to expand it had
can you begin to refer to rights better plan to expand for us
of individuals, when as a group, also. We know that the new
we couldn’t even get a simple Student Center, thrown together
letter capitalized?
like some urban renewal project,
A t any ra te , I m ust was not planned with black
compliment you on your article. students in mind, but we are
You worded it very well. You going to have to let that slide.
were careful not to say what you
The point is, we are looking

C lyde K ing

We’ll Just Have
To Start Something
forward to becoming a part of
every aspect of this college
community. If this means that
we will have to kick down some
doors in order to get more space
for our black library, then we’ll
just have to start kicking down
some doors. If it means turning
over some tables to catch
someone dealing under the table
on us, then we are going to turn
over some tables.
STRONG

The black population is too
strong now for us to continue to
except the lies being told to us.
And the ones who have been
lying to us, we’re going to deal
on you too. And we won’t allow
ourselves to be tricked out of
doing what we are here to do.
We couldn’t care less about what
Joseph
Vitale
calls
“ undemocratic,” because we
know when he talks about
in d iv id u al rights, we can
interpret it as meaning “ keep
niggers in their place.”
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M ik e Lynch

People Don’t 4Buy’ McGovern Line
Many students arc under the
im p ressio n th a t President
Richard M. Nixon has ignored
our domestic problesm, while
S e n a to r George McGovern
(D-SD) is offering dynamic
solutions to the nation’s ills.
R ece n t polls suggest the
American people don’t buy this

line-even McGovern’s cherished
under-30 voters are going 60%
for Richard Nixon. What do
they know that the campus
community doesn’t?
F or one th in g , federal
spending on social programs has
nearly doubled since Nixon took
office, while the Pentagon

budget has decreased slighdy.
This re-ordering of priorities is
lost on those students who are
devoted to hating the President
and think McGovern will remedy
all those evils they’ve heard
Simon and Garfunkel sing about.
JOBS

They didn't mind when it

(»nest Spot

America’s Apple Pie
Carol Fryczynski

DISSENT

Vice Chairman CINA

Thomas Jefferson, one of our
most revered historical figures,
was one of the strongest
defenders of dissent. He even
went so far as to profess that
p erio d ic revolution was a
healthy thing for a nation. Not
even Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew has dared to question the
patriotism of Thomas Jefferson.

Now that the campaign for
the Presidency is in full swing, I
find it rather ridiculous that Sen.
George McGovern (D-SD) is
continuously forced to defend
his patriotism against attacks by
m em bers o f the President
Richard
M.
N i x o n ’s
administration.
The subject of patriotism
seems to be a favorite with the
p re se n t ad m in istra tio n in
Washington. As a result, they
have played on the emotions of
the American public and have
in d o c tr in a te d m any in to
believing that patriotism means
giving complete support to the
values and positions of the
President.
W hen o n e th in k s o f
patriotism in this way, in view of
the fact that Americans are
quick to honor such historical
figures as Thomas Jefferson, it
should become apparent that it
is an irrational connotation of
the term.

N um erous supporters of
President Nixon have even gone
so low as to say that a very good
reason not to support George
McGovern is the fact that such
people as Abbie Hoffman are
supporting him. Although in my
own opinion, Hoffman has
nothing constructive to offer to
this country, I certainly don’t
see him as being any more of a
threat to what America is
supposed to stand for than
Lester Maddox, the Georgia
governor, who happens to be
supporting Nixon.
It is clear that McGovern does
not share many of the Nixon’s
values. McGovern is willing to
concede that America has made

a gross mistake in getting
involved in the conflict in
Vietnam, while Nixon stresses
th e concern for America’s
“ honor” in disengaging from the
war.
REFORMS

McGovern would rather see
more money spent on such
domestic needs as health and
education, rather than on the
military. Nixon, however is more
concerned with not letting the
United States become a second
rate military power.
McGovern has stressed the
need for tax reform, including
closing many of the loopholes
that have allowed some of the
wealthiest members of society to
get away without paying any
taxes. Nixon, however, has
concentrated his efforts on
trying to convince the American
public that his wage and price
controls are working despite the
fact that the price of food keeps
going up and up.
McGovern does not support
Nixon’s positions. He is a
dissenter, but dissent is as
American as apple pie.

turned out that McGovern’s
proposed budget, containing
plenty of cash for every good
cause, would spend a hundred
billion dollars more than it
w ould tak e in. ■ Even his
incredible prescription for the
economy got by the: “Give
everyone a job. Once we hit full
employment, inflation won’t be
a problem.” The face that full
employment has always been
accompanied by wild inflation
was apparently buried along
with Sen. Tom Eagleton, the
vice presidential candidate for a
week.
“ Idealist”
M cG o v ern
proposes huge military cutbacks,
then assures Californians he
won’t close any bases. He
attacks Nixon for appealing to
racism, then praises George
Wallace, Alabama governor, as a
good cabinet possibility. He
opposes subsidies for business
b u t tells American Motors
employes he’d subsidize their
company. For toppers he likens

There is only one prominent
black leader who is supporting
the President, but that isn’t
without strings. It just so
happens that this black man is

Nixon has proposed sound
innovations such as revenue
sharing and opposed nonsense
like busing. Unfortunately, too
many students have spurned
Nixon’s practical approach for
McGovern’s pose of caring
passionately, forgetting that
passion belongs in bed, not in
government. Speaking of which,
m aybe McGovern has that
missing hundred billion dollars
stashed in his mattress.

Bohn’s Shaft
What takes an hour to go up and two hours to come
down? Why, the Bohn Hall elevator--of course!
Notice, I say elevator, singular. Bohn Hall has two
elevators. One broke down over a week ago and it hasn’t
been fixed yet. Rumor has it that the guarantee has expired
or were the elevator men on strike? Thus 608 women must
wait and wait and wait.
After waiting twenty minutes you’re on the elevator as it
crawls to every floor with as many people that can crunch
together. One girl lost her boyfriend in an elevator squish. I
counted 23 1/2 people one time (Munch says not to count
her as one).
WIERDOS

And another thing-what would happen if someone had
leprosy or the plague and was in the elevator with you? Is
pregnancy contagious? Actually you could get pregnant it’s
so close.
But there are some good points, you get to meet new
people “intimately.” How can you help it when someone is
actually breathing down your neck. In fact I got so closer
to my date on the elevator than I did all evening
(MMMMMMMM!).

Nixon Is A Liar

STRINGS

BUSING

R honda K atz

Vie De Luca
How can any American vote,
support, or even talk favorable
about President Richard M,
Nixon? How can anyone believe
his lies on the war and more
recently tax increases? The
P resid en t has become the
successor to Warren Harding’s
scandelous policies. Don’t you
Nixon supporters want answers
for the real issues against “four
more years” ?
Are you satisfied with the
innocence of ITT in dropping
the $400,000 pledge for the San
Diego Republican Convention?
We all know the anti-trust court
cases were dropped by the
Justice Department around the
same time.

the President to Hitler--is that a
subtle play for the Jewish vote?
Meanwhile, Nixon is tackling
th e p ro b lem s. Take th e
environment, where EPA chief
William Ruckelshaus has been
q u i e t l y c o n fro n tin g th e
dilemmas with the aid of trained
professionals. How do we obtain
the electricity to treat sewage
w ith o u t b u ild in g n u clear
generators? How does the
eco-bopper at an Earth Day rally
screaming “ Stop pollution!”
answer that one?

planning and building a federally
funded city in Maryland. Mayor
F rank R izzo, Philadelphia
Democrat, is also a Nixon fan
who received a large sum of
federal funds for the city. A
contributer who handed Maurice
Stans, Nixon’s finance chairman,
a $25,000 check for the
campaign, suddenly got an
approval for his application on a
federal bank charter.
Do you remember Jimmy
Hoffa? Well not only did his
former union, the Teamsters,
endorse Nixon, but also had two
legislative bills passed due to the
abandonment of White House
opposition. There is also the $10
m illion the “ Re-elect the
President” Committee received
before the April 7 deadline and
their refusal to disclose the
contributors. These are all
scandals which destroy the
President’s record. These are the

issues the people are forgetting,
only because of the two new
m a j o r s c a n d a ls o f this
administration. The Watergate
break in and the Soviet grain
deal are very good reasons why
the Nixon re-election plan
stinks.

FIX IT

I can only make a couple of suggestions. Everyone
should be issued an elevator pass or all the poor souls who
live below the 10th floor must use the stairs-or how about
fixing the damn thing?
All of us in Bohn Hall have gotten the (elevator) shaft.

SECRECY

Not much more can be said
on the Watergate incident that
has not been hashed out before.
There are some key questions
though, that must be given
thorough thought. Where did
they get all the money for the
expenses involved? Why did
John Mitchell, secretary of state,
quit soon after the story broke?
Why didn’t Nixon assign a
special prosecutor to the case,
only to avoid having his own
appointee investigate? If the
p eople higher up in the
organization are clear of any
charges, why is there still much

\

/

_____________________________ _

______________________________

mystery? The best thing for the
American voters would be to
have the case closed with all
questions answered. There is an
awful amount of secrecy for a
p a r t y claim ing co m p lete
innocence.
The grain deal falls into the
sam e category. Earl Butz,
secretary of agriculture denied
the grain dealers knew before
the announcement to all.

If you, as a Republican,
Democratic, Independent, or
whatever, can vote for the
Nixon-Agnew ticket, then I’m
sorry for you and this country.
I n s t e a d o f h a v i n g an
administration run around doing
favors like above, why don’t we
return the government back to
the people? We need Nixon out
now and “ four new years” with
Sen. George McGovern.
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Rockwood Presents

Theater Pastiche
By Deborah Lombardi
S taff Writer
"Where can you do a play
t h a t takes three minutes?"
mused Dr. Jerome Rockwood of
th e
speech and t h ea t e r
department last week. "These
short plays that Harold Pinter
and Edward Albee write...I keep
running across them over the
years," he remarked and then
proposed a solution. "Let's just
do an evening o f these quickie
plays."
However, Rockwood foresees
a problem in producing these
short theater pieces. " I don't
have enough material for an
entire evening," the mustachioed
director lamented. "There must
be people around who write
little
th in g s,
scenes,
descriptions...therefore, I would
like to invite all students and
faculty members to submit any
material: short plays, songs,
dances,
or mimes.''
He
continued impishly, "Just slip
them under my door, room
K 101."
The
show, f o r w h i c h
Rockwood suggests a title of
"Patches," w ill be in rehearsal
during the January innovative
period. It w ill be performed as
soon as school resumes. " I 'll cast
an ensemble of about five men
and five women. This group w ill

do everything, performing all the
scenes."
He
suggested
thoughtfully, "They could work
on an improvisation w ith any
ideas we get; perhaps even
improvise upon suggestions from
the audience."
Auditions for the ensemble
will
be held sometime in
November. "The auditions w ill
have to be based on the type of
material we get," explained
Rockwood. "W e'll have Tom
Babbitt, a music major, do the
music for us. I'd like the studio
theater turned into a flexible
envi ro n me nt in which the
ensemble can set all the scenes."
Rockwood
cautioned,
however, " i t must be understood
that I'm not inviting people to
come and entertain-l don't want
someone to come and play his
guitar,
f o r i nst ance- -t he
ensembl e w ill do all the
performing. This offer is to
prospective playwrights and
poets. A nd," he emphasized, "all
credit w ill be given to the
authors."
Rockwood sat beneath the
Daumier prints that hang in his
o rd e rly office and thought
aloud, "the show doesn't have
theme yet; maybe, with such a
collection of material as I hope
to get, "Patches" is a good
title ."

SOLITUDE - One o f the many visitors to "M an: African Images"pauses to reflect on one o f the
many displays. For more photos o f the exhibition, see opposite page.

Carved In Man’s Image
"Man: African Images," an
exhibition o f African art, began
its month and a half long stay at
MSC amid much student and
faculty acclaim on Oct. 2.
The e x h i b i t i o n
is the
outgrowth o f the enthusiasm of
two MSC students, Deborah
Glenfield and Susan K ittel, who
had just completed a semester
course in African art. The t
exhibition was conceived and
developed by Glenfield and
K ittel as an independent studies
project.
By bringing the African
sculpture to campus, they hoped
to introduce to the students and
to share with them their
enthusiams for and appreciation
of African art. "We hope that
our audience w ill develop a
deeper awareness of the richness
and beauty of African a rt,"
explained Glenfield and Kittel.
Working closely with their
advi sor,
Bet t y Schlossman,

Dates Set For Classic Films
The following films, available through the "History of Cinema" class, will
be shown on the dates listed at 8 pm in the Fine Arts Auditorium (L-135).
The public is invited to attend this free series of films.
Sept. 11—Eisenstein, S.M. "Potom kin"
18—Kurosawa, Akira: "Ikiru"
25 —Kurosawa, Akira: "The Seven Samurai"
Oct.
2—Vigo, Jean: "Zero for Conduct"
2—Renoir, Jean: "The Crime of Monsieur Lang"
9 —Clair, Rene: "Gates of Paris”
16—Rossellini, Roberto: "The Rise of Louis X IV "
23—Antonioni, Michelangelo: " L ’Avventura"
3 0 —Fellini, Frederico: "Juliet of the Spirits"
Nov.
6 —Welles, Orson: "Citizen Kane"
13—Buruel, Luis: "Viridiana"
20—Renais, Alain: "Last Year at Marienbard"
27—Wajda, Andrej: "Ashes and Diamonds"
Dec.
4—Truffaut, Francois: "Jules and Jim"
11 —Resnais, Allain: "La Guerre Est Finie"
18-Bergm an, Ingmar: "The Seventh Seal"

assistant professor in the fine

A GALUM PH DOUBLE BILL:
JOHN BOREMAN'S TH R ILLER

'P O IN T B LA N K ' s
S T A R R IN G

LEE M A R V IN
Plus

RUSS MEYER'S OUTRAGEOUS SPOOF

'BEYOND THE VALLEY OF THE DOLLS'
®
Mon., O c t 9 Memorial Aud. $1.00

arts d e p a rtm e n t, the duo
contacted many of the major
collectors and museums in the
area in order to get a complete
and representative exhibition of
African art.
They received wide response
to their requests. Among those
w ho
made th e exhibition
possible with their loans of
a rtifa cts are The American
Museum of Natural History,
New York City; Dr. and Mrs.
Ernst Anspach, New York City;
Dr. and Mrs. George Preston,
New York City; Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Ternbach, Forest Hills,
N Y ; and Dr. and Mrs. Paul
Wingert, Montclair, N J.
This is the first time that
there has been any cooperative
exhibition between a major
museum and MSC. Schlossman
hopes that the project w ill be
the basis fo r future cooperative
efforts between MSC and the
major collectors and museums in

the area, enabling the college to
achieve its potential as an
important N J cultural center.
Many o f the objects on
d i s p l a y are orginally from
western Africa and the Congo.
However , even w ithin this
somewhat limited scope, there is
a great variety of styles because
of the various tribal distinctions.
ALTHOUGH
M UC H
of
A f r i c a n
a r t
is h i g h l y conventionalized,
western African art leans toward
abstraction while that from the
Congo is more naturalistic.
Many of the pieces on exhibition
have incorporated into them, in
one way or another, the human
figure. The figure is often that of
an ancestor but may also
embody some element o f the
supernatural.
The artifacts do not lim it
themselves to only one facet of
African
life nor do they
represent any one class of
functional sculpture. Instead
they cut across all facets of
African life.
There are fetishes of several
types which were used in the
magic rituals as well as a brass
crucifix from the Congo. There
is a very simplistic mask from
Tanzania as well as an elaborate
female mask from Sierra Leone.
Figures are used as decoration
for comb handles as well as for
the legs of a stool. There are
religious figurines as well as
several almost comical figurines
o f Europeans. No matter which
way you turn there is diversity
of composition and purpose.
The exhibition is housed on
the second floor of the Student
Center. It w ill remain on display
daily until Nov. 11, from 10
am-8 pm.
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--------- Marching Band-------
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Miracle
Marches On
Every Tuesday and Thursday, Montclair State students and
faculty find themselves walking to march tempo as the MSC
"M iracle" Marching Band rehearses for its weekly performances.
The 65 member "m iracle" band begins its second year as an all
college band assembled on a voluntary basis. Several innovations
have been added to the band and the year promises to be a good
one, according to Bernard Baggs Jr., band president.
A much different and more varied type o f instrumentation is
evident in the band this year, Baggs said. He explained that the drum
and trumpet sections in particular are well developed.
Another innovation is the addition of 12 red and white flags to
the band to heighten the visual effect o f each performance.
THE COLOR guard has undergone extensive renovation this year,
Baggs said. The group is now a part of the band, whereas in past
years it was a separate unit. The guard has an instructor to teach the
precision drill which it w ill exercise in future performances.
Baggs said that the guard w ill march more in a drill style this year
than it has in past years.
Perhaps the greatest strength of the band w ill lie in the
enthusiasm of its members. Baggs explained that an extensive
campaign was waged to "dig o u t" new members. The band contains
mostly freshmen and sophomores although there are juniors and
seniors also. The general attitude of the band is very good this year,
he said.
The highlight o f the season may be an appearance in Macy's
Thanksgiving Day parade on Nov. 23. Macy's personnel w ill observe
the band at work and w ill decide if they w ill be able to march in the
famous parade.
BAGGS POINTED out that participation in this event w ill be a
"good plus” for MSC.
This year the band w ill do some traveling in addition to usual
attendance at the home football games. On Oct. 28 the band is
slated to accompany the football team to Southern Connecticut to
perform in the half-time show.

Students Receive
McEachern Grant
D r. Benjamin F. Wilkes,
chairm an
o f the musi c
department, has announced the
first scholarship recipients under
Montclair State College's newly
established Edna McEachern
Music Fund.
T he recipients are Gail
Archer, a junior, pianist; John
Chiego, a sophomore, string bass
instru m e n ta list;
Thomas
Bachman, and Donna Conroy,
s o p h o m o r e s and Barbara
Boscai no,
a freshman, all
violinists.
The scholarship fund was
establ ished in memory of
McEachern, who developed the
MSC music department and
served as its chairman from 1934
until her retirement in 1960.
McEachern passed away in May
1971, two days before the
dedication o f the music building.
WILKES, when announcing
the awards said,
"U nder
McEachern's administration of
th e musi c departm ent, it
achieved a leadership role in the
field of music education in the
State o f New Jersey. It was
always her intention to achieve

e xcellen ce
in
m usical
performance, and it is to this
end that the Edna McEachern
Fund was established."
Scholarships awarded
from $100 to $500.

range

The fund w ill provide grants
and loans to both students and
faculty for research and study
and w ill also help to support
faculty and student ensembles,
fe stivals,
sym posium s,
workshops and other activities
of the music department and the
School of Fine and Performing
Arts.
The fund is financed through
gifts and donations, interest on
unexpended funds, dividends
from securities, admission fees
and solicitations from alumni
and the public.
THE OBJECTIVES of the
fund are to "prom ote excellence
in musical performance and
music education."

Awards, grants, and loans for
m usic
teaching,
music
scholarship and music research
( i n c l u d i n g composition and
program implementations) are
available to both students and
faculty.
The scholarship selection
committee is headed by Dorothy
Priesing, a pianist, composer
and member of the MSC music
department.
Inquiries should be addressed
to Chairman, Music department,
Montclair State College, Upper
Montclair, N.J. 07043.

Free Flick
The Council on International
and National Affairs (CINA) is
showing "Television and Politics"
today, Thurs., Oct. 5 at 1 pm in
L-135. Admission is free to MSC
students w ith SGA cards.

Scholarships are available to
students in instrumental and/or
vocal areas.

Music Organizations Commission
Presents

Single Tickets Available in February
Price List fo r Off-Campus Series
Adults
Marcel Marceau
E. Power Biggs
Vinnea Boys'
Choir
Subscriptions for
all three concerts

Organist
E. Power Biggs
April 4
SGA
Students

Loge Orch.
$3.50 $4.50
$4.00 $4.00

Loge
$1.50
$4.00

Orch.
$2.50
$4.00

$3.50 $4.50

$1.50

$2.50

$8.00

$5.00 $8.00

$10.00

MOC
c/o Music D ept
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, N.J.

Mime
Marcel Marceau
April 10
Vienna Boys’ Choir
March 21

Non-Student Subs Only

Name.
Address.
Loge
No.

Am ount

Orch
Enclosed self-addressed
stamped envelope

SGA Student Tickets Available in
MOC Office, Memorial Aud.
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montclarion
scoreboard
Editor's

note:

The

M O N T C L A R IO N Scoreboard
will carry announcements from
the athletic office in order to
better inform the students,
fa c u lty
a n d staff o f the
recreational facilities at MSC and
any activities sponsored by the
college.

BARBELLS U N LIM ITED
A ll MSC students interested
in weight-lifting are invited to
attend
a meeting o f the
weight-lifting club coached by
1972 Olympian Phil Grippaldi
on Thurs. Oct. 12 at 4 pm in the
lobby of Panzer Gym.
New facilities and plans fo r
sending a team to the national
collegiate championships w ill be
discussed. Those who wish to
p a r t i c i p a t e but cannot be
present are asked to contact
Barry Hennis in the athletic
office.
A L L STRUNG OUT
Bar b Wuillamey defeated
Judy Tagliabue, 6-0 and 6-3, in
the first round o f the women's
intramural tennis program. Ruth
Falcon and Marry Ellen Mahan,
who both received a bye the first
round, w ill meet in the second
round.
Other matches yet to be
played this week have Roberta

For the Baseball Team . . .

|

J

Vasko against Ellen Fitch,
Arlene Barr opposite Karen
Zaorski and Chris Klim against
Carol DeAngelis.
Falcon and Vasko team for a
match versus Carol Kennedy and
Mahon in the first round o f the
women's doubles. Fitch and
Denise Fiore face Gail Scheible
and Linda Sheppard in the other
doubles match.
Tom Neroda and Mark Fistes
each received a bye in the first
round of the men's singles. The
pair w ill clash in the second
round.
Other fir s t- r o u n d
matches have: Kevin Schm itt vs.
M ike
Cuoco
and
M ik e
Jankowsky vs. Robert Opsut.
In men's doubles; Bob
N o r t o n - C u o c o vs.
Ral ph
Ventola-John Fitzgerald, Paul
Stahlin and Bob Peoples w ith a
bye. Mixed doubles pairings
include: Bruce Gugliotta-Vasko
vs.
S ta h lin -K lim
and
Peoples-Jackie Wassel vs. Larry
Morrow-Barbara Moss.
A KING AND HIS CASTLE
There w ill be a second
mee t i ng f o r all students
interested in joining the chess
club on Tues. Oct. 10 at 8 pm in
Annex B, room 4.

| | ’~

A Ho-Hum Win

By Joe Castronovo
Sports Writer
CLIFTON-Last Wednesday was
like any other day o f the week.
The sun rose in the east and set
in the west. Children attended
school, adults went to work,
and the Montclair State fall
baseball team won another
game. So what else is new?
This time, the victory came
over
a s w e a t s u i t - c I ad,
mustachioed and bearded Upsala
team. The entire effect bore a

slight resemblance to that Pabst
Blue Ribbon Beer commercial
shown so frequently on tv. The
ad depicts a "Gay Nineties"
softball team guzzling down the
brew after a big game.
THERE WASN'T AN Y beer
a t Holster Park that gray
afternoon but there sure was
enough rain. However, even the
dow npour d id n't deter the
Indians from gaining their sixth
straight victory of the season by
edging their opponents, 6-4.

Intramural Football Standings
Tau Lambda Beta
Psi Chi
Phi Lambda Pi
Alpha Sigma Mu

Titans
Zêta Epsilon T au
Tau Sigma Delta
Lambda Chi Delta

DIVISION I
W
1
1
0
0
D IV IS IO N II
W
1
1
0
0

Alpha Sigma Mu
Psi Chi
Phi Lambda Pi
Tau Lambda Beta
Titans
Lambda Chi Delta

L
0
0
1
1

PF
14
12
6
0

L
0
0
1
1

PF
PA
24
0
won by forfeit
lost by forfeit
0
24

1
0
12

2
0
0

1
6
12
1
6
0

2
0
2
2
18
0

PA
6
0
14
12

T otal
0
12
Total
6
14
Total
24
0

Zeta Epsilon Tau won by forfeit over Tau Sigma Delta

STAND OUT IN A CROWD
Feel Like a Nobody?

Then Do Something Different!
Contact:
OFFICE OF INTERNATIONAL AND
OFF-CAMPUS LEARNING
Main Floor, Life Hall

MSC's next task should be a
chal l engi ng one. They are
scheduled to take part in a
tournament sponsored by St.
Peter' s scheduled fo r this
weekend at Holster Park,
beginning at 10 am. Among their
adversaries w ill be Seton Hall
and the tough Iona ballclub.
Sunday's doubleheader w ith
Rutgers was cancelled due to
poor playing facilities. It is
unlikely that the games w ill be
played at all.
IN A CLOSELY fought battle
most of the way, the game's
turning point came in the
bottom half of the sixth inning.
With the score tied, 4-4, and one
out, MSC's Bob DeJianne singled
to centerfield. Danny Dunn
followed w ith a walk, and Norm
Schoenig belted a long double to
le ft-ce n te rfie ld scoring both
baserunners.
Steve O'Horo picked up the
win for the Indians in relief of
Bob Yesenko in the sixth inning.
In gaining his second trium ph
against no defeats, O'Horo
allowed one hit, struck out two
batters and walked one.
The losing pitcher was Ed
Hodan who relieved Bill Gaitto
in the sixth.
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Dux and Suhr
Set for Season
By Joan Miketzuk
Sports Writer
It was a rainy morning in
September when Tom Dux and
Brendan Suhr, veterans of
M o n t c l a i r State's basketball
wars,
strode
in to
the
M O N TC LA R I ON office to
discuss the upcoming campaign.
"D o you know what dux
means in Latin?" asked Suhr, as
he munched on a giant gumdrop.
" I t means leader," he smiled,
carefully avoiding the glare he
was getting from his teammate.
" I'L L TELL YOU what Suhr
means later," retorted Dux,
t h o u g h t f u l l y considering a
gumdrop before popping it into
his mouth, at a time of day
when most people are still
buttering their morning toast.
When questioned about their
t r a i n i n g procedur es, Suhr
mumbled something about this
being their only food of the day;
then added hastily that although
official practices don’t begin
until Oct. 15 (NCAA rules),
most of the team was working
out on its own.
Discussing last year's 13-11
see-saw season, Suhr explained
the losses to supposedly inferior
teams as a "mental letdown."

there w ill be elections for "game
captains" or a new leader for
each contest.
" I t would be hard to pick (a
captain) w ith a lot of the guys
coming back like this," said
Dux. Neither he nor Suhr could
recall a no-captain situation at
MSC.
"W e'll have a strong defense,"
commented Suhr, "b u t we'll also
have a good fast break."
DUX EXPLAINED THAT
this season's squad might suffer
from a relative lack of playing
time together. "A ll of the
players who graduated had been
playing together since they were
sophomores," he said.
Suhr agreed that a lack of
experience might hinder the
team, although "all seven of the
players coming back started at
one time or another last season."
"Y ou can't conceive of a set
team yet because we haven't
worked
to g e th e r,"
the
brown-haired guard explained.
"The starters might not be the
five best individuals, but the five
who work best together."
THE ADDITION OF two
assistant coaches is another
change for the Indians to

"OUR LAST FIVE games on
the road were the best games all
season," he added, "in addition
to
Fairleigh
( Di c k ens o n
University, at Madison Square
Garden)."
Despite
their
fine
performance in those six games
(five wins), Dux said, " I feel a
lo t better playing at home. The
whole atmosphere is better."
As fo r this year, there are
many changes in store for the
cagers despite having seven
returning varsity players (five
seniors and two juniors).
ONE CHANGE IS the lack of
a team captain. Instead, coach
Ollie Gelston announced that

ponder. Tom Riley w ill help out
on the varsity level while Brian
Hill w ill fill the JV spot.
R i le y
last year coached
Dalesburg High School to the
Group 2 State Championship
while Hill coached at Clifford
Scott High School in East
Orange. They replace John
Gryzmko and Bob Elder who
left to take teaching posts in
other New Jersey high schools.
Both athletes agree that
although Gryzmko and Elder
were "excellent," Riley and Hill
"w ill help us a lo t."
"O ur schedule w ill be a little
easier this year," Suhr explained.
"Navy dropped us and Delaware
dropped us for a year because
they got an offer to play
D artm outh."
Suhr should regret the Navy
more because it was his free
throws in the final seconds that
secured the MSC upset o f the
mariners last year. "B u t," he
said, "one shot doesn't make a
game."

M O N T C L A RI O N Photo by Guy Ball.

UP FOR GRABS - Tom Dux (21) goes up fo r a rebound in last
year's action against Newark State. Dux and teammate Brendan Suhr
speculated about the season in a recent interview.

Imagine 16 days of Tyrolean
Skiing in Kitzbuhel,
Innsbruck, Mayrhofen, and
all of if at no cost to you!
All you need do is sell four
of your ski buddies on this
exciting snow-venture,
and you go free (or, should
you prefer, you can receive
a generous cash commis
sion). But you must act
now as space is limited. The
first trip leaves at Christmas.
For further details write:
P.O. Box 8398, Salt Lake
City, Utah 84108.

SENIORS
Free
S enior Y e a rb o o k P ortraits
b ein g ta k e n in
Life H a ll

Snip, Snip & Sip
W re n your hair grows roo long,
get your boyfriend to trim it. Bribe
him with a bo ttle of Costa Do Sol
Rosé. It's the slightly sweet wine
with the tingling taste from the
Sun Coast òf Portugal. Uncork

;J

the bottle and tell him that for
every three snips of your hair,
he'll receive one delicious sip of
Costa Do Sol in his mouth.
The full quart jug should be
enough to make it all even out.

D a v illa M ills Room

Oct. 9 - 1 3
9 :0 0 a m - 5 :0 0 pm
im p o rte d from th e Sun Coast of P ortugal by
the Allens of M S W alker. Inc . Boston, Mass

m Costa Do Sol
Rose'
Vintage Rosé From Portugal
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WET AN D W ILD: Action was fast and furious last Saturday afternoon as MSC's soccer team opened its
home season w ith a win over Glassboro State. In picture above, MSC booter (right) handily keeps the
ball away from P rof opponent

L E T A SM ILE BE YOUR U NBRELLA: Assistant MSC soccer coach
Manny Shellscheidt gazes on the soggy field and players as M ontclair
State opened its home season last Saturday at Pittser Field.

Booters Take Home Opener
Sports Writer

College o f Engineering, beating
them, 1-0.

“ Winning becomes a habit
just as losing becomes a habit,"
head soccer coach Bob Wolfarth
said Saturday follow ing his
squad's second win o f the
season. It seems that the Indians
have developed this habit of
winning along w ith the habit of
shutouts because they have yet
to allow a goal in their first two
games.
Wednesday the Montclair
State team was hardly the ideal
guest as it made a firs t half goal
b y . Paul Papadogeorgopolous
stand up against host Newark

SATURDAY THE booters
took on Glassboro State and
mother nature simultaneously
and came out on top, 2-0.
Wh i l e sp or ad i c showers
drenched Pittser Field to a
mudhole and chilly fall winds
gusted about, Tino Domingues
netted tw o goals fo r all of MSC's
scoring. Only half that many
tallies would have been enough
as goalies Greg Reusch and
Chuck Doran combined for a
19-save shutout.
"We controlled the game very
well as a team," remarked

By Jo an M ik etzu k

Wolfarth. " I would have fe lt
better if the weather wasn't so
bad," he added, explaining that
Glassboro's fast break style of
play had better chances of
working if an Indian slipped on
the muddy terrain.
WOLFARTH PRAISED his
defensive corps. "T hey have a
great deal of skill. They're calm
and poised. They d o n 't panic,"
he said. "They bend, but the
don't break," he concluded.
The game as a whole was very
physi cal making "European
footba ll" look almost like the
American version. "We h it them
just as much as they h it us," the

first-year MSC coach conceded.
"H itting's a two-way street," he
added, "b u t in a game like this
you run the risk o f losing a key
player."
The Indians suffered slight
injuries to Reusch (twisted
knee), who had to be replaced in
the second half by Doran, and
Caytano Bastidas who was
shadowed fo r most o f the
afternoon.
BOTH SHOULD be ready for
action against arch-rival Jersey
City State (away, yesterday) and
Saturday's 2 pm clash with
CCNY at Montclair's Brookdale
Park.

Domingues' goals both came
in the first half. With less than
four minutes gone in the game
he put the ball past Glassboro
goalie Bill Norris to open the
scoring.
Wi th three and one-half
minutes to go in the half, the
right halfback converted a pass
from center forward Bastidas for
his second goal of the season.
IN
TH E second h a l f ,
Glassboro appeared disorganized
and discouraged. Norris made 21
saves in the contest which was
the Prof's first loss of the year
against one win and a tie.

Mudders Win Another Meet
By John Tobiason
Sports Writer

Tim O'Donoghue
Another F irst Place.

The weather was fine for
sleeping but terrible for
r u n n in g .
N evertheless
Montclair
State's
cross country team ran
th ro u g h
the mud last
Saturday to beat Glassboro
State College, 26-29 at
G a rre t M o u n tain . The
team's record now stands at
4-1.
“ It's a funny thing,'' said
coach George Horn. "Every
team , we've run against
figures they've won until
the final score comes out.
They're so up to beat us."
ON THIS DARK and
ra in y
day,
G lassboro

thought so too. How they
could have is a mystery, for
when the runners burst into
view on the home stretch,
there was Tim O'Donoghue
with another first place
(25:38) followed by Joe
Kornakowski at 26:06 fo ra
one-two sweep. John Fisher
took a fifth with 27:03

boost," admitted coach
Horn. He was speaking in
reference to his comments
of the previous week. "Even
though it's not my usual
philosophy.
It wounded
their pride."

Maybe the team needed
a reminder that talent is not
enough; hard work is
Jon Frankel at 27:29 e s s e n tia l
to
success.
and Roy Pityanger (27:33) Whatever the cause, the
placed eighth and tenth guys were a little more
respectively to make up the. together this time; they
margin of victory.
were putting out.
Everyone's times had
P rio r to
th e
meet
improved too, despite the however, co-captain Joe
adverse conditions.
K ornakow ski had been
"I T H IN K the negative worried. "I didn't know
jab last week gave them a how they would react I

d id n 't
know
expect."

what

to

THE
O UTCO M E, of
course, speaks for itself. A
lot of attitudes had changed
and the team is apparently
pulling itself together.
A win against Southern
Connecticut is predicated
for this Saturday. Tough
Paterson comes after that
but
th e
outlook
is
optimistic.
. “ Everyone did better
against Glassboro and to me
that means they can do
better yet," said Horn.
"We're gonna get better and
better."
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Down and Out:

Sophomore halfback Fred Caruso (32} slipped in the nick o f time as four C. W. Post lineman, Bob
Foster (88), J e ff M io t (65), Tom Quinn (74) and George Peicher (70) go fo r the tackle. MSC upset the
visiting Post squad, 21-14, last Saturday night.

INJUNS ’POST’ VICTO R Y
By David Benavage
Sports Writer
M ontclair State's football
team has been trying to beef up
its schuduled for the past couple
o f years but it's not going to be
able to in the future if it keeps
t r e a t i n g its newly-acquired
opponents inhospitable. How
else can you descirbe the
Indians' home victory over C.W.
Post last Saturday, 21-14. It was
MQntclair State's second win in
three games.
The Indians will begin a
two-game road trip, facing
Cortland State College this
Saturday at 1:30 pm, then
traveling the following weekend
to Central Connecticut State
College.
IN
REFERRING
TO
Cortland State, coach Clary
Anderson said that they are a
team that is very similar to
MSC's. O t h e r than that,
Anderson did not venture any
more opinions about his next
opponent.
Cortland State w ill have only
15 lettermen returning this

season from last years' 4-4 team.
Veteran coach Roger Robinson,
starting his 10th season, says
that his backfield from last year
has graduated, so his number
one task w ill be to find adequate
replacements.
Bo t h t h e offensive and
defensive lines o f Cortland have
depth and experience. Their big
problem, however, is the team's
lack of size and lack o f depth at
all positions.
MSC'S VICTORY OVER C.
W. Post was termed by Anderson
as "a team vic to ry ." He also
stated, "The defense played
exceptionally well, w ith such
standouts as defensive tackle
Doug Kulikowski, defensive end
Robert Martin and left tackle
Bob Korzik."
Anderson commented that
"the offense wasn't great," but
he was very much impressed
with quarterback Gary Acker
and running back Fred Caruso.
C. W. Post opened the scoring
in the first period on a 29-yard
pass play from quarterback
Brian McAuley to wide receiver

Periods
4
1 2 3
Total
C.W. Post
7 0
0
7
14
Montclair State
0
6 0
15
21
Scoring
CWP - Cara, 29-yard pass from Me Auley (Me Meneny kick)
MS - Hermann!, 94-yard kickoff return on lateral from Acker (Lajterman
pass failed)
MS - Whiteman, 22-yard pass from Hermannl (Whiteman, pass from Wassel)
MS - Caruso, 4-yard run (Lajterman kick)
CWP - Izzo, 90-yard kickoff return (McMenemy kick)

Jim Cara, Tom McMenemy
kicked the PAT.'
ON
TH E
FOLLOW IN G
kickoff. Clary's boys used a
little "razzle-dazzle" to put
M ontclair
State on th e
scoreboard. Acker received the
k ic k o ff on the six yard-line,
then lateralled cross-field to Bob
Hermanni, who sailed down the
sideline for a 94-yard kickoff
return that put MSC on the
scoreboard. Moses Lajterman
failed to make the extra point,
thus leaving the Indians trailing,
7-6, at the end o f the first
quarter.
The second quarter showed
no scoring. However, it seemed
as if nobody wanted the ball, as
the period was dominated by
num erous
fum bles
and
interceptions.
In the third quarter, MSC's
circus act scored another TD as
Hermanni took another lateral
from
Acker,
t h en
threw
downfield to tight end Don
Whiteman for a 22-yard scoring
play.
QUARTERBACK
GA RY
WASSEL threw to Whiteman for
th e
t w o - p o i n t conversion,
m a k i n g th e score,
14-7,
Montclair.
A few minutes later the
Indians put- on another drive,
highlighted by Caruso going
over from the 4-yaid line to give
the Red Machine what proved to
be their insurance touchdown.
The
su ccessf ul
P A T by
Lajterman made the score 21-7.

On the following kickoff,
MSC's "not-so-sparkling''
specialty team gave up a 90-yard
kickoff return to C. W. Post's
Len Izzo. With McMenemy's
successful extra point attempt,
Post made the score 21-14.
IN THE FOURTH quarter,
both teams put a long drives, but
the defenses tightened up and

allowed no more scoring. With
two minutes remaining in the
game, the Indians had the ball
on the Post 10-yard line. A t this
point,
th e game suddenly
erupted w ith fist-fights all over
the field. Both coaching staffs
were able to restrain their teams
and keep the game from turning
into a riot.

PASSING FANCY: M ontclair quarterback Gary Acker releases a
pass seconds before Post linemen reach him. Passes are a ra rity to
some die-hard MSC fans who remember when the Indians capitalized
on their running game.

